MASTERS
OF THEIR
CRAFT
Sorcerers who never
apprenticed, these four
Parisians are true wizards
of interior design.

STORY BY

ADRIEN DIRAND

STEPHEN TODD

MODULAR CONSOLE, BOCCA ARMCHAIR AND DOLCE CHAIR BY JOSEPH
DIRAND; ARTWORKS BY LUCIO FONTANA; SERPENTINE SOFA BY
VLADIMIR KAGAN; TABLE BASSE BY BYUNG HOON CHOI; SCULPTURE BY
PHILIPPE ANTHONIOZ.

Joseph Dirand’s transformation of the interiors of two combined apartments in a Haussmann-designed building on Avenue Montaigne.
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Left: Joseph Dirand at
Restaurant Girafe in the
Palais de Chaillot. Far left:
Dirand unified two
adjacent apartments on
Avenue Montaigne to
create 600 square metres
of grand living space.
Below: Inside the Avenue
Montaigne apartment;
the bath tub is carved
from a single block of
Estremoz marble.

From there he builds up layers of restraint: subtle textures,
gentle hues (it’s often hard to discern an actual colour),
bespoke fittings that act as volumetric blocks to rhythm a
room. He’s aiming for what he calls “a delicate equilibrium
between the heavy, the bold, and the fragile”.
Dirand walks this fine line with finesse, even in the most
grandiose of projects. Projects such as a 600-square-metre
apartment in an impeccable Haussmannian building on the
Avenue Montaigne, nestled (as much as a behemoth can
nestle) amid the flagship boutiques of the world’s most
famous fashion houses. The Paris residence of an Eastern
European heiress who gave the designer carte blanche to
create his dream interior, it was reimagined by Dirand as an
urban retreat for a contemporary princess.
Luckily, when Emperor Napoléon III appointed Baron
Georges-Eugène Haussmann to masterplan Paris in the mid19th century, it was precisely with this kind of noblesse in
mind. Haussmann decreed that under his watch, apartment
buildings would all be five floors high, created from sculpted
sandstone and with uniform fenestration in order to create
harmonious city blocks.
The interior program followed these exterior strictures,
with the first floor – or étage noble – being the most desirable
since easily attainable by stairs (the elevator hadn’t yet been
invented) but still a remove from the street. Ceiling heights
were fixed at 3.35 metres, windows close to full height to
create a lightness across the façades as much as to illuminate
the interiors. Better bones are hard to imagine.
Dirand’s client had acquired two adjacent apartments along
one of Haussmann’s finest avenues and the designer (who
trained as an architect) devised a symmetrical floor plan to
unify them, placing grand entertainment and reception areas
at the centre of the plan, and private zones to the edges.
The breathtaking grandeur of the reconfigured volumes
is something another interior architect might possibly
have achieved. But Dirand’s skill is in imbuing those
rigorous spaces with a sensuality that propels them well
beyond the bounds of bon goût and into the stratosphere
of uncharted chic.

LEFT: PENDANT LIGHTS BY ERIC SCHMITT; CHAIRS BY WARREN PLATNER FOR KNOLL; ARTWORK BY
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yet taken together they’re creating a critical mass that is
defining a new sense of French chic.
“I think that the fact of being French, of coming from a
culture that has a particularly strong interior design tradition,
with interior design in our DNA in a way, enables us to
express strong ideas with confidence and clarity,” says
Dirand. “That’s certainly not to say that all French people
have good taste or are especially talented,” he demurs.
But this is no time for misplaced modesty: Dirand,
Yovanovitch, Fournier and Marty are four of the finest
interior designers working anywhere in the world today.
Paris, with its venerable tradition of beaux arts (or decorative
arts) dating back to the 16th century is leading the pack,
thanks, in part, to a revival of interest in the decorative, the
hand-crafted, the idiosyncratic – an antidote to the
globalisation of products and the commodification of taste.
Dirand is known for the sumptuous austerity of his
interiors, extremely clean lines softened by precious materials
and artisan techniques: furniture upholstered in the finest

cashmere, walls painstakingly hand-painted with sable
brushes. In recent years he’s journeyed beyond significant
private interiors and branched into restaurants: there’s
LouLou in the courtyard salons of the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs at the Louvre, Monsieur Bleu at the Palais de
Tokyo contemporary art centre, and most recently the
ferociously fashionable Girafe in the art deco Palais de
Chaillot overlooking the Eiffel Tower. Each is intended to
become what the designer calls “le patrimoine de demain”:
future heritage. “I would like to think that my studio is
capable of creating spaces which become inscribed in time,
part of the culture,” he says.
It’s an early morning in late summer and Dirand is seated
on a sumptuous velvet banquette in Girafe as the staff –
slender and silent as sylphs – prepare for lunch service. The
restaurant, which opened to great acclaim in the summer of
2018, occupies the majestic salon with aplomb: a
monochromatic palette highlights handsome historical
mouldings; an internal garden of towering plants lends the

ANTOINE DOYEN

FRENCH INTERIOR DESIGN HAS LONG SET THE
standard – open any interior magazine and there’s bound
to be a featured house or an apartment from somewhere in
the Hexagon. But right now French interior design is super
chaud, and the heat is emanating from within a twokilometre radius of the frazzled remains of Notre Dame in
the centre of Paris.
To the north, atop a venerable edifice near the Place
Saint-Georges, the stark white atelier of Joseph Dirand
commands views west to the Arc de Triumph and to the
Bastille in the east. In a backstreet of the Marais, the
moody hued headquarters of Studio KO – named for the
initials of co-founders Karl Fournier and Olivier Marty –
sits at the rear of a cobblestone courtyard and descends to
the grotto-like cave. Equidistant from each, in the newly
groovy Sentier quarter, you’ll find the offices of Pierre
Yovanovitch, which occupy all five floors of a crumbly,
honeycomb-coloured 18th-century limestone townhouse.
Each of the three studios has an inimitable individual style,

ADRIEN DIRAND

ROBERT MANGOLD. RIGHT: FRANCOIS-XAVIER LALANNE’S MOUTON DE LAINE IN THE LIVING ROOM.

room the allure of an orangerie (and makes it possible to dine
while adroitly avoiding the eye of one’s ex); oversized
cylindrical parchment lampshades give even the most pasty
among us a just-back-from-the-Côte d’Azur glow.
Girafe is glamorous, but not trendy; it’s been designed to
last. “My job is to create not buildings, not interiors, but
places,” says Dirand. “I love taking the history of a building
and turning it into a place in which we desire to live our lives
now. And the more ambitious a project is, the more chance it
has of becoming part of the history of a city.”
Dirand approaches all interior projects in the same
manner, be they residential, hospitality, even maritime.
(He’s now working on what by his estimation is “the most
beautiful sea-going exploratory boat in the world”.)
He begins by analysing what he calls the interior’s
“program” – the perspectives, the constraints, how light
enters and air flows through a space – then removes what he
deems inessential, even detrimental, to arrive at a new
clarity, the interior’s “essence”.
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A Yovanovitch apartment on the Quai d’Orsay features elements he designed himself, such as the quadrilateral fireplace in ceramic, the serpentine sofa and Ours armchairs with animal-ear headrests.

Wood panelling throughout has been washed in handblended shades of ever-so-slightly-off-white, sometimes tinged
palest sage; where light switches have been installed on marble
surfaces, they’ve been painted to marry perfectly with the
stone’s veining. In the gallery-sized dressing room, cabinetry
was hand-painted – using sable brushes, not rollers – and
tested at various times of day to ensure a consistent “Turner
fog effect”, as the designer calls it, referring to the dissipated
light in the English artist’s paintings.
In the dramatically minimal bathroom, the freestanding
tub is carved from a single block of snowy white Estremoz
marble. It sits in the middle of the room, like an altar.
Something of a Dirand signature, in its sculptural rigour the
single-block bathtub is reminiscent of the honey-hued
alabaster bath set created for couturier Jeanne Lanvin by
Armand-Albert Rateau in the mid-1920s. The Lanvin
bathroom and boudoir is a permanent installation at the
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Musée des Arts Décoratifs, a fine example of French
excellence, an art-historical reference even. It’s not hard to
imagine Dirand’s work figuring in that prestigious collection
in the not-too-distant future.
“As an interior architect, I try to place my work within the
grand tradition of the French decorative arts, pushing the
limits of our savoir faire to the extreme,” says Dirand. “I
don’t believe I’ve ever gone so far in terms of detailing and
complexity of fabrication as I did in the Avenue Montaigne
apartment.” Not yet, anyway.
Dirand’s acute awareness of belonging to the history of
the French decorative arts means that he feels a great
responsibility to ensure its future. For him, “the real client is
the project itself”.
Across town, over in Paris’ Sentier district, Pierre
Yovanovitch shares Dirand’s respect for the history of a
building, insisting “it doesn’t work to do a tabula rasa of the

TOP RIGHT: BANQUETTE BY PIERRE YOVANOVITCH; TABLE BY PAUL FRANKL;
LAMPS BY PHILIPPE DANEY AND PASCAL BAUER; ARTWORK BY ELGER ESSER.
BELOW RIGHT: SOFA, BOULE CUSHIONS AND ARMCHAIRS BY PIERRE
YOVANOVITCH. OPPOSITE: FIREPLACE BY PIERRE YOVANOVITCH; WOODEN SIDE
TABLE BY AXEL EINAR HJORTH; GLASS COFFEE TABLE BY JULIUS RALPH
DAVIDSON; SCULPTURE BY ANTONY GORMLEY.
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Above: Pierre Yovanovitch designed for Pierre Cardin for eight years before moving into interior design.
Top right and below: Doorways at oblique angles and wall panels in travertine create the tension Yovanovitch desires.

past”. But where Dirand prioritises the project – “the building
tells me what it needs to be” – Yovanovitch spends a long
time analysing the client’s needs – “are they great entertainers,
or recluses, for instance?” – in order to deliver a unique
environment tailored to its residents’ desires.
“It’s almost as if each project has its own alchemy, its own
circumstances which bring it to life in a particular way.
Which means that each project is different and we need to
reinvent ourselves with each new adventure.”
Yovanovitch, who was named 2019’s Designer of the Year
by Wallpaper magazine, is a deft hand at historical nuance:
his quirky interiors emanate a mid-century French vibe offset
by strangely frisky furniture and fittings of his own design.
Whereas Dirand strives for an “equilibrium”, Yovanovitch
seeks “a sort of tension” which arises when apparently
incompatible materials and forms are brought together.
You can feel it in the apartment he designed on the Quai
d’Orsay, where a kooky, quadrilateral fireplace in ceramic is
attended by an oversized, serpentine sofa and a pair of
plump armchairs that have head-rests shaped like cute
animal ears. Titled Ours (bear), the chairs, like all the other
pieces, are of Yovanovitch’s own design and a nod to his
hero, mid-century French designer Jean Royère, whose Ours
Polaire sofa is one of the most sought-after items on the
secondary market.
You can feel a sort of tension, too, in the sitting room of
another Yovanovitch apartment near the Assemblée

Nationale, where doorways have been splayed at oblique
angles, walls panelled in sandblasted oak and a rugged
daybed seems to have been hewn from a massive tree trunk.
Fine, inky-blue linen upholstery adds an offbeat-luxe touch.
“I strive for a certain chic, but it’s a chic which arises from
restraint, an ordering of the levels of opulence involved in a
decor,” the designer says.
Yovanovitch’s interiors always feature a savvy mix of
vintage and contemporary pieces, which means that his
rooms echo with the familiar but reverberate into the future.
“I like to mix contemporary with vintage to create a rich,
complete interior, something that feels as if it’s been built up
gradually over time,” he says. “For me it’s important that for
each job we recount a story, and we do this by creating a
décor that is completely adapted to the client but in which the
spirit of the architect is also immediately recognisable.” Like
Dirand, he’s also ventured beyond significant private
interiors, and added to the cultural landscape by creating
highly refined, intensely thoughtful semi-public spaces. You
can see his work at the rustic-chic Quinta da Côrte inn which
opened late last year, set amid the vineyards of the Alto
Douro region of Portugal; a new must-do on the portotasting trail.
Also melding public and private is Studio KO (“KO” is a
homonym for the French pronunciation of “chaos”, a
charming provocation). Fournier and Marty are expert in a
robust elegance – grand Parisian apartments reinvigorated

with unabashed decorative élan; country villas that seem to
surge from the landscape itself. There’s also the Chiltern
Firehouse for hotelier André Balazs, which cemented
Marylebone’s position as the hippest London neighbourhood
as soon as it opened in February 2014. The pair have a Paris
establishment in the pipeline for Balazs, although details are
still under wraps.
“There is nothing we find more terrifying than the client
who says ‘do what you like’,” confesses Karl Fournier, the de
facto spokesman of Studio KO. “We’re looking for a dialogue
with our clients, a to-and-fro, a combining of our tastes with
theirs. Taste imposed by the decorator on-high, that doesn’t
interest us at all.”
A recent KO project, an expansive apartment on the 17thcentury Place du Palais-Bourbon, illustrates the intensity of
this collaborative narrative approach. It was renovated in the
early 1990s by flamboyant American decorator Tony
Duquette and acquired a few years back by a wealthy art
collector; KO’s mission was to update the space for today
while retaining a sense of its recent rococo past.
Former glitter has been transformed into contemporary
glamour: window casements are lined with antique mirrors
to bounce light in from outside; a polished brass room divider
features pivoting panels that can be adjusted to reflect
movement inside; a shimmering metal picture rail runs
through the entire space, not only allowing easy rehanging of
a constantly changing collection but literally forming a
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Above: Karl Fournier (left) and Olivier Marty opened Studio KO
immediately after graduating from architecture in 2000. Above left,
top to bottom: In this Studio KO apartment in the 8th
arrondissement, the mid-century modern furniture riffs off the
neo-classical windows; a bespoke gilded brass room divider
reflects light in a Studio KO apartment in the 7th arrondissement;
the walnut-panelled bedhead is designed by Studio KO.

“ TH E R E I S N OTH I N G
W E FI N D M O R E
TE R R I F Y I N G TH A N
TH E C LI E NT W H O
LI K E ’. W E ’ R E LOO K I N G
FO R A D IA LOG U E
W ITH O U R C LI E NT S .”
Karl Fournier, Studio KO

thread through the home, uniting rooms that play on
disparity more than uniformity.
The glitz is offset by rich, Brazilian rosewood joinery,
including parquet laid in an intricate coffer motif throughout
the reception rooms, matched by walnut wall panelling in the
study and master bedroom.
“When we’re speaking to a client about an apartment it’s
usually their principal residence,” says Fournier, who points
out that KO is often commissioned to design the holiday
homes for its clients as well. “So it needs to perfectly reflect
their self, their personality. The idea in each case is to treat the
apartment as a portrait of the client. So the question is always,
‘What does the client want their home to say about them?’”
If they’re commissioning KO, you can bet the client wants a
sense of decorative excess attenuated by a pronounced
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architectural rigour. In fact, to varying degrees it’s this dialogue
between the severity of modernism and a délire of the decorative
that underpins the work of all three studios – even if each took
a different path to what is today widespread acclaim.
Fournier and Marty met while studying architecture at
the École des Beaux Arts in the mid-1990s, setting up
Studio KO straight after graduating, in 2000. “We didn’t
see the need to spend years working for established
practices before launching out on our own,” says Fournier.
“It was cheeky, but it worked.”
Yovanovitch studied commerce, then segued into
fashion, designing the menswear collections for Pierre
Cardin for eight years before realising his real affinity was
for interior design. He set up his studio in 2001 “with
strictly zero clients” and no training. “It was madness, but
I just had to do it,” he says.
Dirand grew up surrounded by images of incredible
interiors since his father, Jacques, was an esteemed
architectural photographer. (Joseph’s brother, Adrien, also
a photographer, shoots all Dirand’s interiors.) He studied
at the Ecole d’Architecture de Paris and set up his own
agency upon graduating, age 23. “I began by doing small
interior design projects and that set the foundations for my
work ever since,” he recalls.
“That’s the beauty of this métier: it’s one big adventure. We
don’t do the daily grind, we reinvent ourselves with each new
project, we don’t know from one day to the next what kind
of story we’re going to be asked to recount. So there’s a
certain element of magic to this job.” l
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